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Figure 1: The yellow line defines the Core Study Area along the light green section of the Route 171, shown as
the white dashed line. The corridor is anchored at the ends by I-355 and 2nd Avenue.
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Figure 2: The green dashed line defines the Expanded Study Area, Lockport’s Emerald Triangle. The third
triangle anchor is the Romeoville Metra Station.
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Figure 3: Framework Concept
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This plan highlights the opportunities available in the
corridor and creates tangible ideas for how redevelopment
could occur in and around the commercial nodes and
Emerald Triangle.
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A series of infrastructure improvements are recommended
to enhance the corridor’s character and build the brand.
Various cross sections, found on the following pages,
highlight the multi-use trail. In addition, key projects such
as the New Avenue Intersection Reconfiguration, the Route
171/I-355 median and bridge improvements over 355 will
help establish the brand at the community’s boundary and
welcome people to downtown on the southern end.
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Route 171 Right of Way Improvement Cross-Sections

Smith Road Redevelopment Area Comparison Images

Section 3

Section 1

This length of the corridor is defined by a wider pavement cross-section with striped median and turn lanes. The
balance of the R.O.W. contains a multi-use path, parkway with street trees and no-mow turf.

This portion of the corridor is defined by an enhanced median similar to 159th Street as well as street trees and
other plantings reinforcing a heavily landscaped theme through the corridor.

Entry
vements

See plan view pg.19

Section 4
Section 2

In this stretch of the corridor the road narrows and the parkway widens to accommodate
a multi-use path and parkways with street trees.

This stretch of Rt. 171 narrows to a 30’ paving cross section. The improvements added include the multi-use path
and parkways with street trees.
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Route 171 Right of Way Improvement Cross-Sections

I-355 Enhancements

Section 5

This section crosses over Fiddyment Creek. Short-term improvements narrow existing lanes within the bridge structure
to accommodate a multi-use path. Long term plans envision a separate pedestrian bridge.

I-355 Bridge Enhancements
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This corridor entry is a scaled-down version of the 159th St.
bridge enhancements, defined by branding the bridge with
stone columns, Lockport’s logo and masses of flowering trees
and shrubs to create an inviting ‘front door’ into Lockport.

Lockport to work with IDOT
to update roadway lighting
Turf

Section 6

This final corridor stretch is defined by narrowing the shoulder, installing a new eastern curb and 8’ multi-use trail
due to space constraints as the corridor approaches downtown Lockport.
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I-355 Gateway Median

This length of the corridor is punctuated with a ‘Welcome to
Lockport’ sign in a landscape median planted with perennials,
shrubs, and street trees introducing a heavily landscape
theme along the corridor. See Section 1 pg.15.
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Smith Road Redevelopment Area

Smith Road Redevelopment Area Comparable Images

Preserve Vegetation

Recreation Spaces

Maintain existing high quality
trees where possible, but in
particular between existing and
proposed development areas to
extend the natural environment
into the new development.
Maintaining the existing trees
on individual home sites by
retaining existing topography is
highly encouraged.

Centralize recreational spaces so
they are accessible and usable by
surrounding residences as well.

Recreational Stormwater Areas

Smith Road

Create stormwater areas that are
naturalized and retain existing
trees and vegetation that facilitate
screening but also provide
community open space usable by
the neighborhood.

Preserve Vegetation

Recreational Stormwater Areas

Cohesive Neighborhood
Connect new residential developments into existing roadway networks
to create complete, walkable neighborhoods.

Walkability

Landscape Screening
Utilize grade changes and plant material to screen busy roads and noncompatible uses.

Market-Supported Retail

Preserve existing vegetation and topography to create interest and
facilitate screening.

Create stormwater facilities that anchor the developments with
community open space.

Park

Create well-appointed streetscapes to encourage walking.

Walkability

Focus higher density residential
close to walkable commercial
nodes. Add sidewalks between
neighborhoods and retail to
facilitate walkability.

Cohesive Neighborhood

Where development is
proposed across from existing
homes that front an existing
street, provide homes in the
proposed development that
make the larger neighborhood
cohesive.

Market-Supported Retail
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Where site size and configuration
allow, place market-supported
retail at existing commercial nodes
focusing parking behind the main
building structures, especially where
the parking is easily accessible and
visible
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Landscape Screening

Trail Network

The multi-use trail will connect
residents along the Rt.171 corridor
to downtown Lockport
NORTH 0’

125’

Utilize significant landscape
screening along the route 171
corridor adjacent to residential
areas to differentiate the
commercial nodes

Develop retail that fronts Route 171 with parking behind at major
nodes.

250’

Smith Road is one of the small commercial nodes that could be enhanced by
a small amount of additional retail or office surrounded by residential that
concentrates higher density housing by the commercial and mitigates the
estate lots to the north and west with less dense housing that respects the
existing grid and completes the street environment by facing new housing.
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143rd Street Redevelopment Area Comparable Images

Smith Road

143rd Street Redevelopment Area

Contiguous Streetscapes

Connect to existing streets and
where possible, face new homes
towards the existing homes to create
a full streetscape and contiguous
community

Recreational Stormwater Areas
Use stormwater as an amenity for
neighborhood residents

Trail Network

The multi-use trail will connect
residents along the Rt.171 corridor
to downtown Lockport

Topography & Screening

Grade changes will impact the
development potential of projects
but may allow for more intensive
uses to be placed within the corridor
as long as the site is well screened
by existing and new vegetation as
well as permanent screening such as
fences or walls.

Retail in Highly Visible Sites

Recreational Stormwater Areas
Create recreational amenities in conjunction with stormwater facilities.

Protect Trees
Utilize existing mature trees to give new developments scale and
immediate buffering.

Contiguous Streetscapes

Cluster High-Density Residential

Office Site Potential

High traffic nodes present opportunities for street-fronted retail.

Office Site Potential

Retail in Highly Visible Sites
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Take advantage of highly visible
sites to locate the smaller amount
of retail opportunities and focus the
buildings in front of parking

Small amounts of office uses, where
proximate to complementary
developments such as business
parks could take advantage of
smaller sites where residential and
retail are not as viable

Focus higher density residential
around higher volume roadways and
intersections to support the smaller
commercial clusters that are market

143rd Street

When developing adjacent to existing residential face new homes to
existing to create neighborhood streets.

Protect Trees

Retain as many of the existing high
quality trees as possible to continue
the green image of the corridor
and create distinction within the
development

Recreational Stormwater
Areas

Enhance and expand existing
drainage and topographical areas
by consolidating naturalized
stormwater areas and creating park
areas for the surrounding residents

Street Extension

Extension of existing streets creates
opportunities for residents to have
better access to surrounding streets

Buffers and Scale

Existing business park land should
focus smaller buildings with
significant screening consistent with
other developments adjacent to
residential

0’

125’

250’

High traffic nodes also present opportunities for high-density
residential housing.

Small scale office buildings can complement adjacent business park
and retail uses.

500’ NORTH

The 143rd Street/Route 171 intersection is characterized by higher volume roadways
but lack of cohesiveness and access. The plan advocated for higher density housing, a
continuation of the highway-related commercial and extensions of existing roadways to
improve access and connectivity.
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Big Run North Redevelopment Area
135rd Street
Native Landscape Views

Utilize the existing topography to
create windows into the natural
areas

Big Run/Smith Road Redevelopment Comparable Images
Densify Intersections

Encourage higher intensity,
yet still residentially focused,
uses at major intersections
along the 135th Street corridor

Greenway Connectivity

Make connections between
neighborhood trail areas and
City trail networks

Floodplain Preservation

Protect and enhance existing
floodplain areas including
additional buffering to mitigate
erosion of the adjacent
topography

Protect Vegetation

Floodplain Preservation

Open Space Links

Native Landscape Views

Greenway Connectivity

Utilize Topography

Protect and incorporate existing and heritage trees when developing
the site plans.

Protect and enhance floodplain topography and vegetation to
minimize erosion.

Utilize Topography

Utilize significant slope areas,
where appropriate, by utilizing
home types that can maximize
sloped environments

Focused Density

Protect Vegetation

Protect all existing trees where
possible and heritage trees on
proposed lot areas by coordinating
lot layout with existing topography

Smith Road

Focus increased density
adjacent to higher volume road
corridors while protecting significant
open space by allowing for net
neutral density

0’

Create a cohesive open space network that connect adjacent uses and
create focal points.

125’

250’

Develop overall site plans that utilize and enhance views into adjacent
natural areas.

500’ NORTH

The north end of this development area focuses on the Big Run Golf Course
property, which offers abundant natural areas and the opportunity to create a
unique environment. Connectivity, respecting the topography, and enhancing
the open areas will be important components of any plan for this area.

Build connections between local paths and City trails around Lockport.

Take advantage of existing topography to create unique site plans, and
protecting and buffering ravines and watersheds.

Big Run Redevelopment Comparable Images
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Smith Road South Redevelopment Area

Big Run/Smith Road Redevelopment Comparable Images

Enhance Housing Variety

Create variety in lot sizes to
encourage the full spectrum of
housing prices and types with
smaller lots and more homes closer
to commercial nodes and larger lots
as buffers between existing estates
and higher density areas

Trail Network

Integrate neighborhood trails
and path systems into the larger
community trail network

Connective Streets

Protect Vegetation

Enhance Housing Variety

Open Space Links

Native Landscape Views

Trail Network

Stormwater Resource

Protect and incorporate existing and heritage trees when developing
the site plans.

Create a variety of housing types in close proximity to commercial
nodes and existing residential neighborhoods.

Multiple Connections

Plan for multiple connection points
into future communities

Smith Road

Connect to existing streets and
where possible, face new homes
towards the existing homes to
create a full streetscape and
contiguous community

Open Space Links

Create cohesive open spaces
between developments, maintaining
significant existing trees and natural
features with naturalized stormwater
management areas that can be
focal points of entry drives

NORTH 0’

125’

250’

500’

Street Extension

Extend existing streets into new
communities

Create a cohesive open space network that connects adjacent uses and
creates focal points.

Develop overall site plans that utilize the existing ravine topography to
created views into adjacent natural areas.

Stormwater Resource

Use stormwater as an
amenity for neighborhood
residents
The southern portion of the development area is characterized by the rural atmosphere
including existing estate lots and the Oak Hill Horse Farm., making it a good location for a
transition from smaller lot areas to the north and larger lot areas to the south.

Incorporate newly developed trails into larger community network.

Create stormwater infrastructure that foster community interaction.

Smith Road Redevelopment Comparable Images
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151st Street Redevelopment Area

151st Street Redevelopment Area Comparable Images
Connection Points

Create multiple connection points
to existing roads to enhance
walkability, build on the existing
community and reflect Lockport’s
historic development patterns
Greenway Links
Link existing natural areas together
via parks and trails

Street Connectivity

Connect into existing street
networks to create walkable blocks
and complete communities

Landscape Screens
Utilize significant landscape
screening along the route 171
corridor adjacent to residential
areas to create distinction at the
commercial nodes

Open Space Corridors

Greenway Links

Density around Nodes

Open Space Corridors

Links at Intersections

Landscape Screens

Ecological Restoration

Link open space areas to parks and neighboring developments.

Allow for reduced lot sizes
and net neutral density if
larger open space corridors
are integrated into the plan as
amenities and buffers

Allow for reduced lot sizes where development creates meaningful
open space corridors.

Provide high-density residential within walking distance of smaller
commercial nodes.

Create strong pedestrian linkages across Route 171 and other main
roads.

151st Street
Ecological Restoration

Tra
il

High Road

Restore and enhance natural
areas and stream corridors as
usable environments that connect
developments and pedestrian
corridors
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Create strategic new intersections
with Route 171 that meet IDOT
requirements but link residential
areas, pedestrian and bicycle
corridors

Density around Nodes

Trail Network

The multi-use trail will connect
residents along the Rt.171 corridor
to downtown Lockport

Buffers

Focus higher density residential
around smaller commercial nodes

Utilize berming and vegetation to create significant landscape
screening between residential and Route 171.

Restore natural corridors that also create pedestrian connections.

Preserve existing trees as buffers
between uses
0’

125’

250’

500’ NORTH

The large open areas, 151st Street commercial areas and the existing creeks
and natural areas create a unique environment to expand on existing
developments to the east and a highly connective neighborhood throughout
this section of Route 171.
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High Road Redevelopment Area

High Road Redevelopment Area Comparable Images

Create Greenways

High Road

Respect and enhance existing
significant topography and natural
corridors and utilize them for open
spaces and as natural bridges
between development types

Connect

In areas where topography precludes
fully connected development with
multiple street connections, seek
opportunities to link where possible

Create Greenways

Encourage Infill

Connect

Explore Density

Develop gateways to bridge both topography and development types.

Create infill commercial uses to elevate and expand the profile of
commercial corridors.

Trail Network

The multi-use trail will connect
residents along the Rt.171 corridor
to downtown Lockport

Where traditional road and sidewalk links are not possible, provide
alternate means of access to developments.

Where constraints of lot size and natural features exist, explore highdensity developments.

Encourage Infill
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As commercial markets allow,
construct infill locations with new
buildings and uses and encourage
renovations to structures that could
further elevate the market profile of
the corridor

Walkable Housing

Explore Density

Seek to strategically locate senior
living or other higher density
projects adjacent to institutional
uses such as schools and commercial
uses such as the existing one at
High Road and Route 171, providing
walkable and intergenerational
opportunities for the community

Where lots are constrained
by institutional users and
undevelopable natural areas, but still
proximate to commercial, allow for
density

0’

125’

Walkable Housing

Create high-density housing or multi-use development adjacent
to institutional and commercial uses to foster a walkable and
intergenerational community.

250’ NORTH

High Road is a unique rural road that connects 135th Street and Route 171,
terminating at the largest commercial node along the corridor. This area could
be strengthened by the entitled higher density residential, infill commercial
and active adult living that takes advantage of the walkable commercial, close
proximity of the school and the trails throughout the natural areas.
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